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Abstract
This senior project aims to determine a) if using a controlled photon-tracking system does
produce greater voltage output than a fixed panel and b) by how much, if so. To do this, I built a
dual-axis solar tracker using a small solar panel, some stepper motors, and an Arduino Uno. The
majority of my time was spent familiarizing myself with the electrical components and
fabricating the device. To test the performance of the panel, the leads of the solar panel were
attached to the Arduino to record the output voltages. Two experiments were carried out to
discover the answers to both of the question posed above. The first was an indoor experiment in
which a light source was fixed at an angle θ (only in one-axis) from the normal of the panel. The
voltage and angle rotated through were sampled every second. The second experiment involved
setting up the device outdoors for one hour and forty minutes to track the sun. As done indoors,
the voltage and angles (both N-S and E-W this time) were sampled every second. These
voltages were then compared with the angles, North-South axis as well as East-West axis. It was
found, in each experiment, that the voltage output was highest when the angle between the light
source and the normal of the panel was minimized. In the outdoor experiment the tracking
device yielded a voltage 0.3 volts greater than the panel facing away from the sun.

Introduction
Over the past two decades, there has been much discussion about the effects of rising
carbon dioxide levels in our atmosphere. Initially, there was much denial that more extreme
weather seasons, melting ice caps, and increasingly destructive storms were a result of our
polluting the environment through the intense use of carbon-rich substances. Though there are a
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few who still refuse to accept empirical evidence (mainly for lobbying purposes and personal
gain), there is a consensus that changes in global climate are anthropogenic. In effect, the
question has changed from: “is climate change caused by human activities?” to “what can we do
mitigate the problem?” As stated above, the materials we use to power our lives, fossil fuels,
are the substances which, when burned, release carbon dioxide. These sources of energy need to
be replaced by “green,” or environmentally friendly, sources if we are to make significant
changes in our total greenhouse gas emissions. In the search for these low-emission sources, we
have looked to nature to try and harvest energy from it in a minimally invasive way. Among the
popular renewable energy sources that have been further developed in the past few years,
including solar, wind, hydro, and geothermal, in particular, solar is the most promising. This is
because of the abundance of photons available to us annually in addition to rising efficiencies
and lower up-front costs of silicon based panels. Furthermore, the studying of and improving
upon what is called “balance of system”—components including, but not limited to racking
systems, inverters, and transformers—has pushed the solar industry to be competitive with
carbon-based power generation. In particular, I wanted to explore the concept of tracking
systems in solar harvesting. Solar panels can be mounted in a variety of ways, so I will detail a
few. The first way is at a fixed angle. This means that the module is stationary at this angle at
all times. The value of the angle is equal to that of the latitude of the location where the panels
are to be used. Figure 1 shows what a fixed tilt set-up would look like. The angle that the panels
are set at is equal to the latitude of the location that they are being mounted.
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Figure 1: Image showing a fixed-tilt module set-up. The angle theta is equal to the latitude of
the location where the module is to be stationed.

The second way which panels are mounted is as single-axis trackers. The idea is that they are
fixed at the same angle as described above, but are capable of following the sun from East to
West throughout the day by way of a “Lazy Susan” rotating mechanism as a base. Figure 2
shows what a single-axis tracker would look like.

Figure 2: The setup of a single-axis solar tracker at a fixed angle. The base rotates to mimic the
sun’s path through the sky as it moves from East to West.
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Another way in which solar panels are usually mounted are as dual-axis trackers, with a very
similar setup to that of the single-axis tracker. The only difference is that an extra degree of
freedom is added to the system, in that the panel can be rotated “forward” and “backward.”
Figure 3 shows the diagram of how a dual-axis tracker is arranged.

Figure 3: The dual-axis solar tracker with East-West and North-South tracking capabilities.

Experimental Design
The obvious question at this juncture is: why even bother with moving parts at all? Why
even employ a tracking system? It is understood that the closer the modules are to perpendicular
with incident photons, the greater the current yield. The intensity of the incoming photons is
given by Equation 1 and maximized when the angle between the photon and the normal is 0. At
0 degrees, the photons are directly overhead and can stay this way with a tracking device.
I  I cos θ

(1)

In this experiment, I set out to test this concept. In order to do this, I needed both a solar
panel and a tracking system. A panel was easy enough to acquire, but the true work in the
project was the design and fabrication of the balance of system and driving algorithm.
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Light Detection
The first component of the system that I wanted to focus on was the light detection
method. The electrical devices that I chose to use were photoresistors. Photoresistors are
semiconductors (just like solar panels) and have a reduced resistance when light is incident upon
them. This, when paired with a resistor of a fixed value in a voltage divider, became very useful.
Figure 4 shows how the voltage divider is set up. Using four set-ups like this, I found that I
could compare the voltage outputs, labeled “Out” in Figure 4 (representing Vout), to determine
which photoresistor had the most light shining on it. The relationship between the voltage at Vout
is given by:
V



 V 

R 

R 
 R 
(2)

From this, it was clear when there was light on the photoresistor, Vout would be larger.

Figure 4: An example circuit diagram of the light detection system used in this project.

To utilize this knowledge, I took the four total voltage dividers and arranged them on each side
of the solar panel as shown in Figure 5. By arranging them in this manner, I was able to compare
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the voltages at Vout from the left and right sides (one axis) as well as the top and bottom sides
(second axis) to see which ones had more light exposure. If one side is getting more light than
another, the incident photons must be striking the panel at some angle φ. The goal of this
tracking system is to reduce this angle, along both axes, to zero, making the incoming photon
perpendicular to the panel.

Figure 5: Images detailing the position of the light-detection elements in relation to the panel.
On the left is the fabricated version that came to be from the initial design shown on the right.

Figure 6: A visual showing the angle between the incident photon and the normal of the panel.
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There are other ways that I could have chosen to track light intensity, though this one was
picked for its simplicity and low cost. Other electronic components that could have been used to
track light are a phototransistors, active pixel sensors, and optical detectors. Because the
photoresistor does not have the same precision as more complex light detection methods,
collimation tubes were placed over the photoresistors. This only allows light that was travelling
parallel to the center axis of the tube to enter and be detected by the photoresistor.

Computing/Brains of the operation
The biggest challenge that I had while constructing the device to run this experiment was
learning how to program a “computer” to take in the analog data from the voltage dividers and
use it to rotate the panel in two-axes so that incident light was normal to it. The first way that I
collected the data was with a LabJack U121. Figure 7 shows this device. Traditionally, the
LabJack is interfaced with LabView. Unfortunately, I had never used it before, so after briefly
familiarizing myself with it and realizing I preferred a more traditional programming
environment, I searched from other programming options. I then learned LabJack could be
programmed in the Python programming language.

Figure 7: The LabJack U12 Data Acquisition Device is shown on the right-hand side of this
image.
1

More information about this device can be found at: http://labjack.com/u12
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Having used Python in the past, it seemed beneficial to work in an efficient language, given the
opportunity. LabJackPython2 is the name of the Python module that was used to communicate
with the U12 device. After installing the module and drivers, I put together a small program that
compares the voltage outputs from each of the four dividers and printed them out to calibrate the
system. This was done in a dark setting in order to determine the natural difference (since each
photoresistor) was not identical to another between the other detector on its axis. For instance, if
with no light present, the left detector yields an output that is always 1 volt higher than the right,
this must be accounted for in the code so that the motor doesn’t rotate unless there is really a
different intensity of light between the sides and not just the inherent difference between the
components. Whatever the natural difference (V1 – V2) between two outputs was, I called it the
threshold for that axis. From that point, I simply wrote instructions for the motor to rotate if one
output on each axis, minus the other output, was greater than the threshold:

V



 V





!"# $%&
(3)

where 1 and 2 represent each of the circuit outputs per axis. The LabJackPython code is shown in
Appendix A.
After testing the code with the motors and all (see next section for motor operation) I
found that the LabJack worked well enough, but it required the presence of a computer to run the
device at all times. Because I wanted to make this project as close to a marketable set-up as I
could, I wanted it to be portable. To get away from computer dependency, I decided to try out an

2

For more information on this cross-platform module, visit: http://labjack.com/support/labjackpython
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Arduino Uno3. The Arduino Uno has a microcontroller, the ATMega 328p, which holds all of
the “directions” to follow when certain events arise. The board, as seen in Figure 8 below, has
dedicated inputs and outputs as well as a USB jack to transfer your code from your computer.
The best part of the board comes after the code has been uploaded; you just remove the USB
cord and attach any power supply between 5-12 volts. Because I wanted the device to be
portable, rechargeable batteries can be used as the power supply when the board was freestanding (not plugged into a computer). Similar to the LabJack, the Arduino is intended to be
programmed in a specific language. The code that the Arduino is programmed in is a pseudo-C
language. It was difficult to understand at first, but I caught on quickly and was able to convert
my code from Python successfully. This code is shown in Appenix B.

Figure 8: Arduino Uno board with analog inputs on the left and outputs on the right.

3

For information on the Arduino Uno see: http://arduino.cc/en/Main/arduinoBoardUno
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Motors and Driver Boards
Once I understood how to successfully operate both the LabJack and Arduino devices, I
had to understand how to take the analog inputs from the voltage dividers and actually make the
motors move according to their values. Because the sun moves slowly throughout the sky, it
would have been very difficult to use a traditional dc motor which spins over 1000 times per
minute. In order to gain higher precision, I employed the help of two stepper motors, one for
each axis. Unlike regular motors, stepper motors will not spin if you simply apply the rated
voltage across the two terminals. To get them moving, you need a driver board. The driver
board for the stepper motors I used is shown in Figure 9. On the board there are spots to send in
two signals. The first is the DIR signal, which stands for direction. The motor has the ability to
spin in both directions, and its directions are dictated by the LOW (0 volts) or HIGH (5 volts)
signal it receives. Through trials, I learned that applying a LOW signal sets the direction to
clockwise, while a HIGH signal sets the direction counterclockwise. The second signal is the
STEP signal, which is the signal you send to get the motor to take a step, or rotate x degrees.
These motors, in particular, have a step of 0.45 degrees. In other words, it takes the motors 800
steps to complete one revolution.
Steps per Revolution 

12 3
 4

(4)

Figure 9: Driver board for the stepper motor. The Direction and Step inputs are in the bottom left
corner.
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Inside of a stepper motor, there is a permanent magnet and many electromagnets
surrounding it. A permanent magnet has a known north and south pole, but electromagnets are
magnetically neutral until current flows through them inducing magnetic poles. The rotor is the
shaft of the motor and is connected to this permanent magnet. To get it to spin, we just have to
induce a magnetic field around a particular electromagnet so that the permanent magnet is either
attracted to or repelled by the induced pole. We can figure out what the induced pole is (north or
south) via the Right-Hand-Rule. The driver board takes care of sending the correct amount of
current to the electromagnets so that we get the correct turning (attraction) of the rotor. As stated
earlier, the stepper motors are able to spin in both directions. This is feasible because of the
electromagnets. The driver board just reverses the direction of current flow, switching the pole
and therefore the attraction to the permanent magnet.

Figure 10: The inside of a stepper motor. Each of the coils acts as an electromagnet to
make the motor step when sent a LOW-HIGH pulse.
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The motor steps on every upswing that is sent to it, so a square wave pulse train is a way
to get the motor to take steps constantly. On a signal generator all you have to do is press the
square wave button, but the LabJack and Arduino do not have such a feature built into them. In
order to simulate a square wave, I found applying a HIGH signal followed by a LOW over and
over works quite well. It creates the necessary upswing and can be controlled with conditional
statements very well. Those conditional statements are created by our analog inputs coming
from the light-detecting voltage dividers. Based on what the analog conditions are, the motor is
told to rotate either clockwise or counterclockwise using this HIGH-LOW step technique.

Control Flow
Each individual piece of the apparatus has been described above. Figure 11, shown
below, describes how these pieces work together to make the tracker what it is. This process will
repeat over and over until the minimum or maximum angle (set by the user) has been reached or
the light difference between detectors goes to zero. Figure 12 is a schematic of the entire
apparatus design in single-line form. The light detection circuits and solar panel voltage on the
left feed into the Arduino inputs and the appropriate signals are sent from the outputs on the right
to the stepper motors based on the instructions housed in the microcontroller.
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Figure 11: Control flow diagram.

Figure 12: Schematic of the final apparatus.
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Data
To determine whether or not tracking light maximizes output as hypothesized, the output
voltage of the solar panel was monitored as an Arduino input. Printing these values through the
built-in serial monitor was not difficult, but plotting them was not possible within the Arduino
environment. There were multiple solutions to this problem. The first idea I entertained was
using the program Processing. Processing, a Java-based environment, is used for graphical
purposes and can access the Arduino serial monitor. After following tutorials on the processing
website, www.processing.org, I was able to take the data from the Arduino serial port and plot it.
Unfortunately, the quality of the graph, in terms of aesthetics, was poor. This caused me to look
elsewhere for organized plotting capabilities. I quickly learned that Processing has the ability to
write the incoming data to a Comma Seperated Value (CSV) file. After writing the solar panel
voltages to a CSV file, I uploaded the file to Matlab and analyzed the data there. The Processing
code can be found in Appendix C. Because I also needed to plot the voltage versus the angle
rotated by the motors, I needed to learn how to get Processing to take in multiple values from the
serial port. Out of concern for time, I omitted this task and decided to print to the serial monitor
in a CSV format that I could copy and paste into a .txt file. Towards the bottom of the Arduino
code in Appendix B, this method can be seen.
Testing the final device was done in two separate experiments. The first experiment was
indoors and only required the use of a single axis, the E-W axis. The second experiment was
conducted outdoors and engaged both axes. The indoor experiment consisted of fixing a light
source at an angle θ from the E-W normal of the panel, while perpendicular to the panel’s N-S
axis. The goal was to turn the tracker on and confirm that the angle which it rotates from its
starting point matches the angle of the fixed light source. The angles which the light source was
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placed were +45

, +33.69

, +18.43

,0

, -18.43

, -33.69

, -45

. Of course, this

meant two things. One, I expected the motors to rotate to these angles, and two, I expected the
maximum voltage outputs to occur at the final position of the motor. Figure 13 shows the
positions where the light source was fixed. Shown below that are both the voltage versus time
and the voltage versus angle plots for each fixed position. Two positions, +45

and -45

were eliminated from this experiment because the collimation tubes were too long for the
photoresistors to detect a light difference among them. Figures 14 through 24 are plots
representing the data from experiment 1.

Figure 13: The tape indicates the placement of the light source. The center piece is at 0

.
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Figure 14: Voltage versus time for the light source fixed at +33.69 degrees.
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Figure 15: Voltage versus angle for the light source fixed at +33.69 degrees.
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Figure 16: Voltage versus time for the light source fixed at +18.43 degrees.
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Figure 17: Voltage versus angle for the light source fixed at +18.43 degrees.
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Figure 18: Voltage versus time for the light source fixed at 0 degrees.
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Figure 19: Voltage versus angle for the light source fixed at 0 degrees.
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Figure 20: Voltage versus time for the light source fixed at -18.43 degrees.
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Figure 21: Voltage versus angle for the light source fixed at -18.43 degrees.
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Figure 22: Voltage versus time for the light source fixed at -33.69 degrees.
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Figure 23: Voltage versus angle for the light source fixed at -33.69 degrees.
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Voltage vs time
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Figure 24: All voltages versus time.

For experiment two, I took the device outdoors. To make sure that the panel was not
outputting five volts from just any outdoor exposure, I turned it so it faced the direction opposite
the sun and found the voltage was near 4.7 volts. This indicated that (near) proper tracking was
necessary to get the full potential of the solar cell. I then faced the panel toward the sun and
powered it up. This way, it would start at high voltage and hopefully stay there the whole time if
the tracker was truly working. Unfortunately, I had to stop the process two times, because the
threshold between the photoresistors was so low I had to reduce it in code. The third time was a
charm. I powered the tracker up, with the panel facing the sun, and watched the magic happen.
After an hour and forty minutes of collecting one second-data, I stopped the program and
imported the data to Matlab. There were 5397 data points in total. Figures 25-28 are the plots
from the collected data.
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Figure 25: Voltage versus time for the second experiment. The reference values come from the device
facing the direction opposite the sun.
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Figure 26: Voltage versus time for the second experiment over a period of 1 hour and 40 minutes.
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Voltage (volts) vs AngleLR (deg)
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Figure 27: Voltage versus E-W angle for the outdoor experiment.
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Figure 28: Voltage versus N-S angle for the outdoor experiment. There are many repeated points under
the two seen above.
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Analysis
In the first experiment, it is clear in most of the plots that the voltage increases over time.
This is great, as long as we can show that it is because the angle which the motor has rotated
through is approaching the angle which the light source was fixed. In the cases where the light
source was fixed at an angle less than or equal to zero degrees, the data clearly shows the
maximum voltage when the angle is nearest the angle of the fixed source. For some reason the
results for positive angles have a much weaker correlation. The positive angles were repeated to
make sure there was not a mistake made, only to reveal similar results, which may indicate the
presence of a voltage bias. It was clear though, for all angles but zero, the tracker did not reach
the exact angle at which the light was fixed. In other words, there is some steady-state error that
is nonzero. From the second experiment, I learned that the voltage output is always highest
when the panel is closest to perpendicular, at least in one axis. The tracker moved about thirty
degrees or so in its nearly two hours of operation, and the voltage output of the panel was at five
volts the whole time. There was only one step taken in the North-South plane, though, which
makes it difficult to say that the second axis or rotation made a sizeable difference in voltage
output. Initially, the goal of this experiment was to confirm that energy output is greatest with a
tracking system and to quantify how much additional energy is generated compared to a fixed-tilt
or single-axis tracker. Because I did not record current to get IV curves, I could not track the
max power point. Having done this would have been best case scenario so that energy output
could be compared to make a cost effective analysis of the apparatus. This said, increases in
voltage output of the panel do indicate increased production.
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Conclusion
In both experiments it was clear (at least in some aspects of the testing) that the voltage
was optimized when the tracker is enabled. Throughout the process of designing and building
this solar tracker, I learned that there are many other ways to construct a device with similar
functionality, but different specifics. One of the common themes of this project was wires
getting in the way. Because the voltage dividers were soldered to the back of the board holding
the solar panel, the wires necessarily had to rotate with the panel. This put added strain on the
system, as the wires wanted to stay rigid which moved the Arduino if it was not held down.
There are two ways to fix this problem that came to mind after fabrication. The first is cost
effective and involves moving the light detection circuit to a fixed portion of the tracker. This
would limit wire movement, simplifying the system. If cost was not a big issue, I would mount
an Arduino to the back of the solar panel board with an infrared or radio frequency emitter and
detector to communicate with another Arduino that had a matching emitter and detector pair to
communicate the voltage divider Vout values without wires.
If this technology was to be employed on a larger scale many things would have to
change. Instead of using small stepper motors like I did, it is probable that larger DC motors with
gearboxes or hydraulic systems would have to be utilized. As stated in the introduction, if we
are to mitigate our influence on our environment by cutting down on fossil fuel usage, it is
important to maximize energy output from clean energy sources, which makes them more
competitive in the energy market. In terms of cost, once renewable sources become level with
the dirty, outdated energy sources we will have a chance at moving away from smoggier skies,
more intense storms, and more variance within seasons. Over the past decade, major research
has been done and progress made in the solar cell field, but much of future innovation will need
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to come in the Balance of System field. It will certainly be interesting to see what the creative
minds of our generation think up to further improve upon solar power plant optimization.
Hopefully, even if only in a small way, I can make a contribution to this intriguing field.
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Project Cost
Cost Per Part
($)

Number of this
Part

Total for this
Part

Driver Board

15

2

30

Stepper Motor

14

2

28

Photoresistors

<1

4

<4

Arduino Uno

30

1

30

Solar Panel
5 volt source
(batteries)
12 volt source (battery)

5

1

5

<5

1

<5

10

1

10

Breadboard

4

3

12

Metal

<4

2

<8

Part

TOTAL COST:

~ $120

Table 1: Expense table. A 12V battery is included in the event of the user wanting to avoid using a
power supply to power the motors.

Project Goals
The two tables below detail the tasks and schedules that I followed for each of the two
quarters that I was working on this project. In the Fall 2012 Quarter, I finished the tasks ahead
of time, having a working algorithm to control the stepper motors. In the winter, weeks one
through three went smoothly. Some calibration issues pushed the schedule back a bit. Data was
collected and does prove that the tracker follows light in order to maximize voltage, but mostly
in one axis. Because of the very small change in the North-South axis in the second experiment
it is a bit difficult to conclude that tracker would work perfectly over a full day.
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Grade Tasks Completed for Fall 2012 Quarter
A
•
•
•
•
•

Two stepper motors interfaced to the computer and assembled into the suntracker device (currently being machined by David Arndt).
Proof that software (Labview or Arduino) is controlling the motors.
Analog inputs from optical sensors available for input to the computer.
At least some thoughts on the tracking algorithm.
Prepared to resume work and finish sun tracker during first 5 weeks of winter
quarter (writing for second 5 weeks).
Table 2: Goals for the first quarter of Senior Project, PHYS 463.

Grade Scheduled Tasks To Be Completed for Winter 2013 Quarter
A
•

Week 1
o Keep soldering
o Tubing over wires
o Panel glued down

•

Week 2
o Finish soldering wires between panel and voltage supply as well as panel and
output
o Familiarize myself with arduino

•

Week 3
o Start converting program from python to arduino's language (unless I can figure
out a way to use python with it)

•

Week 4
o Have program on arduino ready for use

•

Weeks 5 - Finals
o Write the formal report
o Collect data proving sun tracker tracks sun to maximize voltage output

Table 3: Schedule to complete tasks in second quarter of Senior Project, PHYS 464.
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Appendix A—LabJackPython Script
#Import the relevant packages
import time
import math
import u12
d=u12.U12() #Begin communication with the LabJack
print 'Press Ctrl+C to cease program operation'
#Voltage Divider Information
vin=5
res0=36. #kOhms: resistor value associated with left of solar panel
pres0=30.#kOhms: photoresistor value (in the dark) associated with left of solar panel
res1=36. #kOhms: resistor value associated with right of solar panel
pres1=30. #kOhms: photoresistor value (in the dark) associated with right of solar panel
res2=1.48 #kOhms: resistor value associated with top of solar panel
pres2=4.5 #kOhms: photoresistor value (in the dark) associated with left of solar panel
res3=1.48 #kOhms: resistor value associated with bottom of solar panel
pres3=4.5 #kOhms: photoresistor value (in the dark) associated with bottom of solar panel
#Analog input values found with Voltage Divider prior to incident light
vout0=vin*(res0/(res0+pres0))
vout1=vin*(res1/(res1+pres1))
vout2=vin*(res2/(res2+pres2))
vout3=vin*(res3/(res3+pres3))
#Function Definitions for motor commands
def turncw(DigitalO):
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO,0) #Set direction to clockwise
#Mimic a square pulse
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO+1,1) #Set STEP pin high
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO+1,0) #Set STEP pin low
def turnccw(DigitalO):
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO,1) #Set direction to clockwise
#Mimic a square pulse
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO+1,1) #Set STEP pin high
d.eDigitalOut(DigitalO+1,0) #Set STEP pin low
threshold=1.0 # volts: the difference in analog readings between the...
# two circuits on a given axis must surpass this to induce action
while True:
if d.eAnalogIn(0)['voltage']- d.eAnalogIn(1)['voltage']>threshold:
turncw(0)
elif d.eAnalogIn(1)['voltage']- d.eAnalogIn(0)['voltage']>threshold:
turnccw(0)
if d.eAnalogIn(2)['voltage']- d.eAnalogIn(3)['voltage']>threshold:
turncw(2)
elif d.eAnalogIn(3)['voltage']- d.eAnalogIn(2)['voltage']>threshold:
turnccw(2)
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Appendix B—Arduino Program
//Dual-Axis Tracker; Senior Project
#define Motor1 8 // Motor 1: pin 8 goes to DIR
// Motor 1: pin 9 goes to STEP
#define Motor2 6 // Motor 2: pin 6 goes to DIR
// Motor 1: pin 7 goes to STEP
int tSensorPin = A0; // Top photoresistor sensor pin
int bSensorPin = A1; // Bottom photoresistor sensor pin
int lSensorPin = A2; // Left photoresistor sensor pin
int rSensorPin = A3; // Right photoresistor sensor pin
int solarPin = A4;
int tSensorValue; // Top photoresistor circuit Vout reading
int bSensorValue; // Bottom photoresistor circuit Vout reading
int lSensorValue; // Left photoresistor circuit Vout reading
int rSensorValue; // Right photoresistor circuit Vout reading
int solarValue;
float angLR = 0.0; // Initial E-W tracking angle
float angTB = 0.0; // Initial N-S tracking angle
int angMin = -90; // Minimum angle for the motors to approach
int angleMax = 90; // Maximum angle for the motors to approach
float stepsize = 0.45; // Degrees rotated through per step
const float thresholdLR=0.03; //volts-Natural Difference between L and R sensors in full sun
const float thresholdTB=0.01; //volts-Natural Difference between Tand B sensors in full sun
void setup(){
Serial.begin(9600);}
void loop(){
lSensorValue = analogRead(lSensorPin); // Top photoresistor circuit Vout reading
float newlSensorValue=map_to_float(lSensorValue,0,1023,0,5);
rSensorValue = analogRead(rSensorPin); // Bottom photoresistor circuit Vout reading
float newrSensorValue=map_to_float(rSensorValue,0,1023,0,5);
tSensorValue = analogRead(tSensorPin); // Top photoresistor circuit Vout reading
float newtSensorValue=map_to_float(tSensorValue,0,1023,0,5);
bSensorValue = analogRead(bSensorPin); // Top photoresistor circuit Vout reading
float newbSensorValue=map_to_float(bSensorValue,0,1023,0,5);
solarValue = analogRead(solarPin); // Left photoresistor circuit Vout reading
float newSolarValue=map_to_float(solarValue,0,1023,0,5);
delay(1000);

if((newlSensorValue - newrSensorValue) >= thresholdLR && (newlSensorValue-newrSensorValue) > 0 && angLR >=
(angMin - 0.01) && angLR < angleMax){
turnCW(Motor1);
angLR += stepsize; }
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else if (newrSensorValue - newlSensorValue >= thresholdLR && (newrSensorValue-newlSensorValue) > 0 && angLR >
angMin && angLR < angleMax){
turnCCW(Motor1);
angLR -= stepsize;
}
else{
shutdown(Motor1);
angLR=angLR; }
if((newtSensorValue - newbSensorValue) >= thresholdTB && (newtSensorValue-newbSensorValue) > 0 && angTB >=
(angMin - 0.01) && angTB < angleMax){
turnCCW(Motor2);
angTB += stepsize;

}

else if (newbSensorValue - newtSensorValue >= thresholdTB && (newbSensorValue-newtSensorValue) > 0 && angTB
> angMin && angTB < angleMax){
turnCW(Motor2);
angTB -= stepsize;
}
else{
shutdown(Motor2);
angTB=angTB; }
Serial.print(millis()); //prints all information to be copied and pasted into a csv for later plotting
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(angLR);
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(angTB);
Serial.print(",");
Serial.print(newSolarValue);
Serial.print("\n");
}//end of loop
void turnCW(int Digital0){
pinMode(Digital0, OUTPUT); // Set motor pins to output
pinMode(Digital0+1, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(Digital0,LOW); // CW Direction
digitalWrite(Digital0+1,HIGH); // Send pulse for motor to trigger on
delay(10);
digitalWrite(Digital0+1,LOW);
delay(100);}
void turnCCW(int Digital0){
pinMode(Digital0, OUTPUT); // Set motor 1pins to output
pinMode(Digital0+1, OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(Digital0,HIGH); // CCW Direction
digitalWrite(Digital0+1,HIGH); // Send pulse for motor to trigger on
delay(10);
digitalWrite(Digital0+1,LOW);
delay(100);}
void idle(int Digital0){
pinMode(Digital0,OUTPUT);
pinMode(Digital0+1,OUTPUT);
digitalWrite(Digital0,LOW);
digitalWrite(Digital0+1,LOW);}
void shutdown(int Digital0){
pinMode(Digital0,INPUT);
pinMode(Digital0+1,INPUT);}
float map_to_float(float x, float a, float b, float c, float d){
float f=(x-a)/(b-a)*(d-c)+c;
return f;}
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Appendix C—Processing Code
import processing.serial.*;
float inByte;
float yPosition1;
PrintWriter output;
Serial myPort;
// The serial port
int xPos = 1;
// horizontal position of the graph
void draw () {
// everything happens in the serialEvent()
yPosition1=map_to_float(inByte,0,600,0,5);
point(xPos, height);
output.println(xPos + "," + yPosition1); }// Write the coordinate to the file
void setup () {
// set the window size:
output = createWriter("Voltages.txt");
size(800, 600);
// List all the available serial ports
println(Serial.list());
// I know that the first port in the serial list on my mac
// is always my Arduino, so I open Serial.list()[0].
// Open whatever port is the one you're using.
myPort = new Serial(this, Serial.list()[0], 9600);
// don't generate a serialEvent() unless you get a newline character:
myPort.bufferUntil('\n');
// set inital background:
background(0);}
void serialEvent (Serial myPort) {
// get the ASCII string:
String inString = myPort.readStringUntil('\n');
if (inString != null) {
// trim off any whitespace:
inString = trim(inString);
// convert to an int and map to the screen height:
inByte = float(inString);
inByte = map(inByte, 0, 1023, 0, height);
// draw the line:
stroke(127,34,255);
line(xPos, height, xPos, height - inByte);
// at the edge of the screen, go back to the beginning:
if (xPos >= width) {
xPos = 0;
background(0);
}
else {
// increment the horizontal position:
xPos++;}}}
void keyPressed() {
output.flush(); // Writes the remaining data to the file
output.close(); // Finishes the file
exit();} // Stops the program
float map_to_float(float x, float a, float b, float c, float d){
float f=(x-a)/(b-a)*(d-c)+c;
return f;}
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Appendix D—Matlab Script
%% Script for Senior Project Data Analysis
close all; clear; clc;
%% Voltage vs Time plots
% import all csv data and assign to vectors
% plot voltage vs time and voltage vs angle for each
% position of the fixed light source
a = importdata('SrProject_P33.69_1axis.txt');
timeP33 = a(:,1); % ms
anglesP33 = a(:,2);
voltagesP33 = a(:,3);
figure(1)
plot(timeP33/1000,voltagesP33,'+');
xlabel('TimeP33');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs TimeP33');
figure(2)
plot(anglesP33,voltagesP33,'+');
xlabel('AngleP33');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs AngleP33');
b = importdata('SrProject_P18.43_1axis.txt');
timeP18 = b(:,1); % ms
anglesP18 = b(:,2);
voltagesP18 = b(:,3);
figure(3)
plot(timeP18/1000,voltagesP18,'g+');
xlabel('TimeP18');
ylabel('VoltageP18 (volts)');
title('VoltageP18 vs TimeP18');
figure(4)
plot(anglesP18,voltagesP18,'g+');
xlabel('AngleP18');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs AngleP18');
c = importdata('SrProject_0_1axis.txt');
time0 = c(:,1); % ms
angles0 = c(:,2);
voltages0 = c(:,3);
figure(5)
plot(time0/1000,voltages0,'r+');
xlabel('Time0');
ylabel('Voltage0 (volts)');
title('Voltage0 vs Time0');
figure(6)
plot(angles0,voltages0,'r+');
xlabel('Angle0');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs Angle0');
d = importdata('SrProject_N18.43_1axis.txt');
timeN18 = d(:,1); % ms
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anglesN18 = d(:,2);
voltagesN18 = d(:,3);
figure(7)
plot(timeN18/1000,voltagesN18,'m+');
xlabel('TimeN18');
ylabel('VoltageN18 (volts)');
title('VoltageN18 vs TimeN18');
figure(8)
plot(anglesN18,voltagesN18,'m+');
xlabel('AngleN18');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs AngleN18');
e = importdata('SrProject_N33.69_1axis.txt');
timeN33 = e(:,1); % ms
anglesN33 = e(:,2);
voltagesN33 = e(:,3);
figure(9)
plot(timeN33/1000,voltagesN33,'y+');
xlabel('TimeN33');
ylabel('VoltageN33 (volts)');
title('VoltageN33 vs TimeN33');
figure(10)
plot(anglesN33,voltagesN33,'y+');
xlabel('AngleN33');
ylabel('VoltageP33 (volts)');
title('VoltageP33 vs AngleN33');
%% All Voltage vs time on one figure
figure(11)
plot(timeP33/1000,voltagesP33,'+');
hold on
plot(timeP18/1000,voltagesP18,'g+');
plot(time0/1000,voltages0,'r+');
plot(timeN18/1000,voltagesN18,'m+');
plot(timeN33/1000,voltagesN33,'y+');
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Voltages (volts)');
title('Voltage vs time');
ylim([3 5]); % make window to plot rnge more appropriate

%% Sun Tracking 1 sec delay - 12.10pm start and 1:50 pm finish
% Opposite Sun Values
% motors disengaged-negative angle from reflection pf light off of surface
f = importdata('SrProject_SunTracking_12.10pmStart.txt');
g = importdata('SrProject_OppositeSunValues_10.59am.txt');
time = f(:,1)./1000; %divide by 1000 to go from ms to s
angleLR = f(:,2);
angleTB = f(:,3);
panelVoltage = f(:,4);
timeOpp = g(:,1)/1000; %divide by 1000 to go from ms to s
angOppLR = g(:,2);
angOppTB = g(:,3);
voltOpp = g(:,4);
% plots
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% shows opposite the sun position voltage versus tracking voltage
%(only 50 seconds)
figure(12)
plot(time,panelVoltage,'+'); %time already in seconds
hold on
plot(timeOpp,voltOpp,'r+');
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Voltage (volts)');
title('Voltage (volts) vs Time (s)');
ylim([4.5 5.5]);
xlim([0 50]);
% panel voltage vs time
figure(13)
plot(time,panelVoltage,'+'); %time already in seconds
xlabel('Time (s)');
ylabel('Voltage (volts)');
title('Voltage (volts) vs Time (s)');

figure(14)
plot(angleLR,panelVoltage,'+');
xlabel('Angle from starting point in Left-Right axis (degrees) ');
ylabel('Voltage (volts)');
title('Voltage (volts) vs AngleLR (deg)');
figure(15)
plot(angleTB,panelVoltage,'+');
xlabel('Angle from starting point in Top-Bottom axis (degrees) ');
ylabel('Voltage (volts)');
title('Voltage (volts) vs AngleTB (deg)');
xlim([-2 .1]);
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